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Understanding Common Sinfluenza 
 

“A bad attitude, selfish desires and nonstop conflict -- you can't miss the signs 

of sinfluenza.  But mystery shrouds it.  Where does it come from?  Why do some 

people seem to get it worse than others?  And more importantly, how can you 

deal with it when it rears its ugly head in you?  Get the lowdown on the all-too-

common, common sinfluenza virus. 
 

What Is It? 
 

“Sinfluenza is a sickness caused by a 

debilitating infection inside of everyone 

called the sinfluenza-hamartia virus, but 

many people simply refer to it as 

“sin.”  Many types lead to your misery, 

but the most common one is the selfish-

sin-virus, known to many as 

itsallaboutmeitis, thought to be 

responsible for at least 50% of sinfluenza 

cases.  Other viruses that can cause sinfluenza include lustavirus, respiratory 

cursing virus, gluttonovirus, and thievery subsequent to paracheating. 
 

“Sinfluenza causes a lot of people to lose productivity due to pride, sensuality 

and fear.  The CDC – the Center for Doctrinal Clarity – says well over 22 million 

work and school days are lost each year in the U.S. because of it. 

 

How do we get it? 
 

“You cannot catch sinfluenza from another person who is infected with the virus, 

but you are sure to be affected by it.  This will happen most likely by direct 

physical contact with someone who carries the sin-virus, or by ingesting their 

germs – like a sex-filled movie, an abusive family system or a greedy business 

venture.  The effects of sinfluenza can also be contagious by being exposed to 

another’s lust for power or their demonstrations of greed in the air released by a 

self-pitying sneeze or a jealous cough. 

 

Origins and Symptoms 
 

“Despite common belief, research shows that all humans inherently carry the 

sinfluenza virus and cannot resist its progression without divine surgical 

treatment.  Mysteriously, it appears to begin when the virus attaches to the soul 

sometime during conception.  Apparently passed on from our fathers, it lays 
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dormant during gestation and in the early months following birth.  But during 

early childhood, this invader soon starts to attack the heart.  Multiplying itself 

internally, in due time sinfluenza presents egotistic mucus from an inflamed 

throat and mouth, a sure sign that the sin-virus has taken hold.  Other common 

indications of sinfluenza are selfish irritability, feverish anger, wandering eyes 

and a puffed-up tongue.  Some subgroups such as those that gather in churches 

present particularly aggressive symptoms of the sin-virus known as muscular-
legalistic religio-sinfluenza, shown by an obsessive need to be “right” according 

to exacting religious standards.  Such cases usually lead to a dis-unifying   

bodily split. 

 

“One myth that needs to get busted: Getting chilly or wet doesn't cause you to 

get sinfluenza.  But there are situations that make you prone to develop a full-on 

clinical case.  For example, you're more likely to display symptoms if you're 

extremely tired, under emotional distress or are prone to chronic self-reliance 

and disbelief in God.  Across the globe, sinfluenza is present year-round, 

but there is an uptick of cases whenever you're in closer contact with people 

who are not in treatment for their contagion. 

 

When to Call a Pastor about Suspected Sinfluenza 
 

Sinfluenza can flare up at any time with symptoms lasting from just a few 

minutes to years.  Though indications can often subside, leading you to believe 

you have gotten better, the hardness of heart caused by the sin-virus is never 

completely removed from your system and can present again at any 

time.  Unfortunately, since all sinfluenza will eventually lead to death, 

all people worldwide are strongly advised to call a pastor or any other believer 

who has been treated for the sin-virus as soon as you are aware of your 

symptoms.  Only the Great Physician, Jesus Christ, D.D., Ph.D., M.D., 

can effectively treat sinfluenza by surgical treatment subsequent to personal 

repentance and application of copious amounts of divine mercy and grace 

through sanctification. 

 

The prescription for this debilitating sickness? 

 
Don’t die from common sinfluenza: 

Receive treatment of God’s grace for eternal life through Jesus Christ. 
 

The good news is that many people for millennia have found that after 

treatment, the power and ultimate effects of the virus are broken and they can 

live productive, joyful lives, even into eternity. 


